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GAIL SCHIMMEL
Schimmel is the author of six standalone novels. She writes domestic noir / pacy thriller
/ mystery that feature lots of women and characters with secrets.
Often with ensemble and intergenerational casts, Schimmel’s books are set in
Johannesburg’s affluent suburbs – the settings are easily transposable.

CHASING
MARIAN

COMMERCIAL WOMEN’S FICTION
Four strangers, two cities, one chance online meeting.
Jess is a yummy mummy of two whose life is slowly unravelling and who has recently
separated from her husband. Ginger is a happily widowed granny with a salty tongue
and wicked sense of humour. The gorgeous and sensitive Matt is an almost-qualified
psychologist, who still lives with his parents. Queenie, a librarian from Cape Town, has
an absent boyfriend and a secret writing habit.
What could these four strangers possibly have in common?
They are all die-hard Marian Keyes fans. And when they hear that Marian is due to visit
South Africa to attend a literary festival, they are all desperate to meet her. Together
they come up with a mad-cap plan. Will they succeed – or will life intervene?
CHASING MARIAN is by Amy Heydenrych, Qarnita Loxton, Pamela Power and Gail
Schimmel, who are all established authors, and friends. When the pandemic prevented
them from seeing each other in person, and meeting Marian Keyes at the Open Book
Festival as planned, they decided to write a book together.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / limited series / Returnable series
Juliet, Naked; New Year’s Eve; He’s Just Not That Into You.

DOMESTIC NOIR / THRILLER

NEVER TELL A
LIE

After a tumultuous marriage, Mary Wilson is happy in her uncomplicated life, focusing
on her twelve-year-old son. She has always been content with her little family, but then
she finds a postcard that throws her past into question…
When her high school reunion comes along, Mary jumps at the chance of a distraction
from the shocking discovery, and meeting her old classmate, April, feels like a gift.
Despite barely remembering April, Mary throws herself into the new friendship and
finds her previously quiet social life reinvigorated.
But as the bonds between them are forged, Mary finds herself drawn further and
further into April’s life and marriage, increasingly fearing that everything is not as
perfect as it seems. Is her own painful past clouding her judgement, or is Mary right to
suspect that the people she trusts most are the ones with the most to hide?

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
The Girl on the Train; Apple Tree Yard

THE AFTERMATH

DOMESTIC NOIR / RELATIONSHIP DRAMA
Twenty-six years is a long time not to be alive.
Since The Accident that ruined her life, Catherine has lived on autopilot, going through
the motions of work and motherhood without being fully present. Trying to fill the gap,
her daughter, Julia, is looking for love in all the wrong places, and wreaking havoc on
the lives that she touches along the way.
Now that Julia is an adult, facing her own challenges, it might be time for her and her
mother to unravel the demons that they have lived with since the accident.
THE ACCIDENT is told from four points of view: Julia; her mother, Catherin; her lover,
Daniel; and Daniel’s wife, Claire.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

TWO MONTHS

Feature / Limited Series
Big Little Lies; Nine Perfect Strangers; An edgy The Gilmore Girls

DOMESTIC NOIR
When Erica wakes up to discover that she can’t remember the last two months of her life,
she wants to know what she’s missed. She soon realises that she’s lost more than two
months.
What Erica doesn’t know:
- Why her Facebook and WhatsApp histories have been scrubbed
- Why she’s lost her job
- Why her friends won’t speak to her anymore
What Erica knows:
- Her darling husband Kenneth, the love of her life, is lying to her.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature
Before I Go To Sleep; The Girl on The Train

THRILLER

THE PARK
Rebecca doesn’t expect to make new friends at this stage of her life. But when she
becomes mother to little Amy, she finds herself spending her afternoons in the park. There
she meets other mothers: first flamboyant, fun Rose, and then single-mom Lilith, whose
inner strength is tangible, and whose eyes never leave her toddler.
Very soon the women have formed a trio – the type of friends who feel at home in each
other’s kitchens – and their daughters begin to behave like sisters. But Rebecca is about
to learn that friendship is not always what it seems, and that sometimes you trust the
wrong people. At exactly the moment when she needs to lean on them, one of her new
friends harbours a shocking secret, and the other will turn on her in a way she could never
have anticipated.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Series / Limited Series
The Missing; Happy Valley; Broadchurch

WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO
THE COWLEY
TWINS

THRILLER
32-year-old Tertia Cowley took her two-and-a-half-month old twins with her to a
doctor’s appointment. Cowley had arranged that her husband would pick the twins up
from the doctor’s rooms en route home. When the doctor called Cowley in for her
appointment, her husband had not yet arrived, so she left the twins under the care of
the receptionist. She explained that her husband would arrive to fetch them. About ten
minutes later, a well-dressed, middle-aged white man arrived in the reception area. He
said that he was Mrs Cowley’s husband, and that he would take the twins with him. The
receptionist handed the twins over.
A few hours later the truth emerged: Alan Cowley arrived home from work, and
apologised that he had been unable to fetch the twins. It was then that the Cowleys
came to the horrible realisation: an impostor had abducted their daughters. They
immediately called the police, but it was too late. Despite extensive investigations, no
trace of the Cowley Twins has ever been found. But what happened to the blue-eyed,
blonde girls, Isabella and Melissa?

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Series / Limited Series
The Missing; Happy Valley; River

VIVIAN DE KLERK
Vivian de Klerk has a distinguished academic career in Linguistics and then as Dean of Students at
Rhodes University for over 30 years. In 2020, her debut novel, Not to Mention, was released to much
critical acclaim. She writes novels about sociopaths living normal lives among us.

SERPENT
CRESCENT

CONTEMPORARY FICTION
Recently retired English teacher Megan Merton has lived in Qonda all her life, most of it at No. 8
Serpent Crescent. So who better than this self-styled pillar of society to shine a spotlight on the
decline and dysfunction of the town, not to mention the dubious activities, past and present, of her
neighbours.
Pity she's a sociopath.
Megan believes bad behaviour deserves harsh punishment and has been taking matters into her
own hands, unnoticed, for years. And now she has decided to write it all down.
Then her neighbour Elizabeth from No.9 suffers a stroke and Megan is entrusted with the keys to
her house. While Elizabeth begins a long recovery at the local care facility, Megan relishes the
chance to snoop. Curious as to ‘what a stroke victim looks like’, she decides to visit and see for
herself. A bond develops between the two women, something that takes both of them by surprise.
Vivian de Klerk’s sharp observations and brilliantly acerbic satirical wit make this multi-layered
novel at once horrifying, shocking, poignant – and very, very funny.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
Notes on a Scandal via Miss Marple

FRED STRYDOM
is an acclaimed author, screenwriter, and director. He has adapted Ania Alhborn’s novel BROTHER,
his second novel THE INSIDE OUT MAN, and is adapting an Afrofuturistic feature in the vein
of BLACK PANTHER. Fred has many original feature screenplays ranging from African gothic to scifi thrillers, and a third novel on the way.

THE RAFT

SPECULATIVE FICTION / AFROFUTURISM
On day zero, humankind collectively lost its memory, no-one remembers anything, or
anyone. The collapse of civilisation is as instantaneous as it is inevitable. A mysterious
and oppressive movement called The Renascence comes to power and forces people to
live in isolated communes and to conform to their ideals. As memories of families and
past lives start to trickle back, some people begin to question the regime.
For a man named Kayle Jenner, confined by the regime to a commune on a remote beach,
all that remains is the vague and haunting vision of a son ... That, and a wooden raft.
Kayle has questions, and he’s punished just for having them. He escapes from the
commune when the raft he’s strapped to for punishment breaks free.
With help from the enigmatic Gideon, Kayle sets out to find and rescue his son Andy.
Kayle doesn’t find it odd that the people he meets all have memories that help and guide
him. Until it becomes clear that some people’s ‘memories’ are not their own.
But Kayle’s are. Kayle definitely remembers Andy. And he’s going to find him. And if he
does, Kayle will discover more than just his lost past. He will discover the truth behind
Day Zero.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Returnable series
Lost; The Life of Pi; The Road

TERRY ILAND
Iland is an award-winning UK-based director who has directed close to 200 hours of TV
and film, including episodes of EastEnders, Casualty, The Bill, Emmerdale, Heartbeat,
Doctors and other BBC and ITV dramas. RESERVOIR is his first novel.

A RESERVOIR
OF LIES

COMMERCIAL FICTION / CRIME SAGA
Chief Nursing Officer Emer O’Connell and long-time boyfriend Detective Inspector Nick
Walker announce their engagement at her millionaire father Pat and mother Joan’s
wedding anniversary.
At the party, Pat announces his retirement and taps Emer to takeover. Having no intention
of changing her job, she resents her father’s presumption and, furious, refuses. Her brother
Martin is equally livid, having assumed he would get the top position.
Furious, Martin sets out for his night club, where he finds his cousin Kevin Grimes – a drug
dealer who owes him m0ney and a large stash of drugs. Martin bludgeons him to death and
covers up the killing with his brother Daniel and his partner Sean. Nick is assigned Kevin’s
case, and the investigation tests his relationship with Emer.
Set in London and Essex’s affluent suburbs featuring a cast of upwardly mobile Irish
immigrants. Easily transposable setting.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Returnable Series
Succession; The Sopranos

KURT ELLIS
is a screenwriter and author specialising in pacy crime and accessible genre. He’s a winner of the
Harry Oppenheimer Creative Writing Award. He is currently enrolled in the creative writing
master’s programme at the University of the Witwatersrand. He is the author of two novels with
a third releasing soon.

IN THE MIDST OF
WOLVES

CRIME
Nick Creed, expert criminal profiler, hunts down human monsters for a living.
Back in South Africa after working with the FBI, he is haunted by his past mistakes,
including the death of his fiancée. When a young woman is murdered and dismembered
in her Johannesburg apartment, Creed’s long-time friend and head of the SAPS’
Investigative Psychological Unit, Major Eli Grey, enlists his help in investigating the
murder – an attempt to save the self-destructing Creed from himself. But not all the Unit’s
members welcome his involvement, and there are those intent on exposing his secrets.
The young woman’s community are convinced she was the victim of a witch called
Nomtakhati, but Creed’s hunch points to an angry ex-boyfriend. Who, or what, is really
behind the murder? Could it be Nomtakhati, who believes Nick Creed is uSatane? In the
Midst of Wolves is a dark psychological thriller about metaphorical demons from the past
and the living monsters who target the innocent.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Returnable Series
The Fall; Bosch; Unforgotten

SHEVLYN MOTTAI
Shevlyn Mottai works as an English teacher in a secondary school in England. Born in
Pietermaritzburg in 1976, she descends from the fourth generation of Indians who were part of
the Indian diaspora in South Africa, her forefathers having arrived in Natal through Indian
indenture in 1906.

ACROSS THE
KALA PANI

HISTORICAL FICTION
This weeping intergenerational historical novel is an epic saga about four women who
become part of the Indian diaspora ending up on the plantations of South Africa.
Lutchmee, a young widow, escapes her vengeful mother-in-law and self-immolation on
her husband's funeral pyre; she resorts to a marriage of convenience in the Madras 'coolie
camp', marrying Sappani, who is grieving the death of his wife.
Vottie is from the brahmin caste, an educated young woman who must contend with an
abusive husband, Sarju. Chinmah, heavily pregnant when she boards the ship in Madras,
is
married
to
an
older
man
as
part
of
an
unpaid
debt.
Gorgeous, shy Jyothi is single. On board ship these women form friendships and
alliances, and help each other through various trials and tribulations. Once in Port Natal,
the women are separated and sent to various farms, but their lives will be forever
intertwined.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series / Returnable Series
Merchant Ivory Films

JUSTIN FOX
Justin was a Rhodes Scholar and holds a PhD in English from Oxford University. He was a research
fellow at the University of Cape Town after his doctorate, where he still teaches part-time.
Justin’s articles and photographs have appeared internationally in a number of award-winning
publications and his short stories and poems have appeared in multiple anthologies.

THE CAPE
RAIDER

HISTORICAL FICTION
Scarred – physically and emotionally – by the brutal warfare at Dunkirk, Jack Pembroke
decides to leave his home in England to join his father, Admiral Pembroke, in the South
African Cape.
A fledgling naval force is preparing to fight the coming onslaught of German raiders, and
Jack is soon thrust back into action when he is appointed commander of a minesweeping
flotilla. Unknown to Jack, a Nazi commerce raider has left Germany for the Cape
intending to wreak havoc on Allied shipping. And it’s heading straight for him…
Under Jack’s command are an eclectic bunch of men who are unsure of their foreign
captain. But he must unite them into a powerful fighting unit if he has any chance of
defeating the dangerous enemy. Can Jack overcome his demons and lead his men to
victory? Or will his first battle off the South African coast be his last?
This best-selling book is the first in the Jack Pembroke series of naval thrillers. The manuscript
of book 2 will be available in a few weeks, there are outlines for 20 more books in the series.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Series of Features / Returnable Series
Dunkirk; Das Boot; 1917

MARGEURITE POLAND
Marguerite Poland is the author of the novels Train to Doringbult, Shades, Iron Love, Recessional for Grace,
and, most recently, The Keeper (winner of a Nielsen Booksellers Choice Award). Poland has been honoured
with two Sir Percy Fitzpatrick Awards for children’s literature, an Ingwazi Award, and a SALA Lifetime
Achievement Award; in 2016 she was awarded the National Order of Ikhamanga (Silver) by the South African
President for her contribution to African languages.

A SIN OF
OMISSION

HISTORICAL FICTION
In the Eastern Cape, Stephen (Malusi) Mzamane, a young Anglican priest, must journey
to his mother’s rural home to inform her of his elder brother’s death. First educated at
the Native College in Grahamstown, Stephen was sent to England in 1869 for training at
the Missionary College in Canterbury.
But on his return to South Africa, relegated to a dilapidated mission near Fort Beaufort,
he had to confront not only the prejudices of a colonial society but the discrimination
within the Church itself.
Conflicted between his loyalties to the amaNgqika people, for whom his brother fought,
and the colonial cause he,as Reverend Mzamane,isexpected to uphold, Stephen’s
journey to his mother’s home proves decisive in resolving the contradictions that tear at
his heart.
Winner of the Sunday Times Fiction Prize.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited series
Merchant Ivory Films

EMMA OLSEN & VERE TINDALE
Emma Olsen, a New Zealander of Fijian, Indian, Italian and Norwegian descent, is an award-winning
stand-up comedian. Vere Tindale is a New Zealander/South African and graduate of The
Neighbourhood Playhouse in New York City with a BCA from Victoria University of Wellington. They
specialize in nuanced, atmospheric, and scary as hell horror. Their original Horror script
CREPUSCULAR was nominated for Best Screenplay in the Woman in Horror Film Festival in Atlanta,
Georgia.

BUNNY

PSYCHOLOGICAL HORROR
Silas didn't have a happy childhood. Aunt Bunny made sure of that. Now an adult, he and
his girlfriend Rose are on the brink of success as screenwriters, they quit their survival jobs
in order to rewrite their script. Three weeks is the deadline and with rent due soon, the
two decide to pack up and head back to Silas's childhood home. Back to the woods. Back
to the darkness. Back to Bunny. …
Silas has a mission - get in, three weeks, get out. Back at his home, and back in the
presence of Aunt Bunny and his hedonistic Mother, Lou Lou, Silas discovers both women
living through the ravages of alcoholic codependency and what seems to be mental
illness.
At the homestead, a nearby lake, and even a roadside diner, Silas and Rose witness
bizarre, unnerving behaviors and psychological events that challenge their patience and
sanity. The events seem to be connected to an ancient presence deep in the woods which
is working to draw Silas back into the family. It will not let him go, and neither will Aunt
Bunny.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature
The Witch; The Blackcoat’s Daughter

GRETCHEN HALEY
Gretchen Haley writes novels and short stories. She has also written social commentaries
and performed them at businesses, community radio stations and schools, and cowritten and acted in industrial theatre plays.

THE TEAROOM

COMMERCIAL FICTION / UPLIT
In Tubby Reddy’s tearoom, a plan to live happily ever after has been simmering for twenty
years…
Thirapatheegadu Ezekieo Reddy (Tubby for short):
•
•
•

Proud proprietor of The Tearoom in deepest KZN, South Africa.
Long-suffering husband of Lynette, she of the hypochondria and the roving eye.
A man with a plan to run away with the love of his life.

Tubby must pluck up the courage to confess his feelings to his kitchen assistant, Yogi. But
just as Tubby is set to embark on his dream life, Lynette delivers a blow that may turn his
scheme to ashes.
Multiracial, mutigenerational feel-good ensemble, with a bit of crime and romance
thrown in for good measure.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
Kim’s Convenience; The Tannie Maria Mysteries

ZAKES MDA
Zakes Mda is the award-winning writer of novels, plays, poems and articles for academic journals and
newspapers, and his writing has been translated into twenty languages. His creative work also includes
painting, and theatre and film productions.

THE ZULUS OF
NEW YORK

HISTORICAL DRAMA
The impresario Farini introduced Em-Pee and his troupe to his kind of show business, and
now they must earn their bread. In 1885 in a bustling New York City, they are the
performers who know the true Zulu dances, while all around them fraudsters perform silly
jigs.
Reports on the Anglo-Zulu War portrayed King Cetshwayo as infamous, and audiences in
London and New York flock to see his kin. What the gawking spectators don’t know is
that Em-Pee once carried nothing but his spear and shield, when he had to flee his king.
But amid the city’s squalid vaudeville acts appears a vision that leaves Em-Pee breathless:
in a cage in Madison Square Park is Acol, a Dinka princess on display. For Em-Pee, it is
love at first sight, though Acol is not free to love anyone back.

Historical drama set in New York. Ensemble drama.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

LITTLE SUNS

Feature / Limited Series
Nightmare Alley; The Prestige

HISTORICAL AFRICAN FICTION
'There are many suns,' he said. 'Each day has its own. Some are small, some are big. I’m named
after the small ones.'
It is 1903. A lame and frail Malangana – 'Little Suns' – searches for his beloved Mthwakazi after
many lonely years spent in Lesotho. Mthwakazi was the young woman he had fallen in love with
twenty years earlier, before the assassination of Hamilton Hope ripped the two of them apart.
Intertwined with Malangana's story, is the account of Hope – a colonial magistrate who, in the
late nineteenth century, was undermining the local kingdoms of the eastern Cape in order to
bring them under the control of the British. It was he who wanted to coerce Malangana’s king
and his people, the amaMpondomise, into joining his battle – a scheme Malangana’s conscience
could not allow.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
This is not a Burial, This is a Resurrection

ACHMAT DANGOR
Achmat Dangor was an award-winning novelist who was banned in Apartheid South
Africa. He taught literature and writing at City University, New Yoork. He was also the
author of three poetry collections.

BITTER FRUIT

PRESTIGE DRAMA
The last time Silas Ali encountered Lieutenant Du Boise, Silas was locked in
the back of a police van and the lieutenant was conducting a vicious assault on
Silas’s wife, Lydia, in revenge for her husband’s participation in Nelson
Mandela’s African National Congress. When Silas sees Du Boise by chance
twenty years later, as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission is about to
deliver its report, crimes from the past erupt into the present, splintering the
Alis’ fragile peace.
A clear-eyed story of a brittle family on the crossroads of history and a fearless
skewering of the pieties of revolutionary movements, Bitter Fruit is a
cautionary tale of how we do, or do not, address the deepest wounds of the
past.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
Crash

CHINENYE EMEZIE
Chinenye Emezie’s short stories have appeared in anthologies and literary journals
such as Africa Book Club, Kalahari Review and Book Lovers Hangout. Her awardwinning short story Glass House was selected as a reading text for first- and secondyear classes of the department of Dramatic Arts at the University of the
Witwaterstrand.

GLASS HOUSE

AFRICAN FICTION / FAMILY SAGA
Undonwa’s family is at war – a war of relationships, played out under the tyranny of a
monster dad. Twelve-year-old Udonwa has a peculiar love of her father, Reverend
Leonard Ilechekwu, who favours her but beats his wife and other children. She sees his
good side: after all, he pays the school fees in advance, and tells her that she is the one
most likely to become a doctor in the family.
But luck doesn’t last forever. When Udonwa’s eldest sister Adaora suddenly takes her
from their family compound in Iruama to live with her in Awka, Udonwa experiences
violence first-hand.
Years later, while home on holiday from the University of Lagos, she overhears a secret
that shakes her life to the core and shatters the dynamics of her family.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
Half a Yellow Sun

CHELUCHI ONUOBIA
Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobiais a lawyer, academic and writer. She works in the areas of
health, gender, violence against women and children and other social issues. She holds a
doctorate in law from Dalhousie University. She divides her time between Lagos, Nigeria and
Halifax, Canada.

THE SON OF THE
HOUSE

AFRICAN FICTION / FAMILY SAGA
In the Nigerian city of Enugu in the 1970s, young Nwabulu, a housemaid since the age of
ten, endures her employers’ endless chores. She is tall and beautiful and dreams of
becoming a typist. She is also in love with a rich man’s son.
Educated and privileged, Julie is a modern woman. Living on her own, she is happy to
collect the gold jewellery love-struck Eugene brings her, but has no intention of becoming
his second wife.
When dramatic events force Nwabulu and Julie into a dank room years later, the two
women relate the stories of their lives as they await their fate. Pulsing with vitality and
intense human drama, Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobia’s debut is set against four
decades of vibrant Nigeria, and celebrates the resilience of women as they navigate and
transform what remains a man’s world.
Mulit-prize winning novel, translated into 6 languages.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
Half a Yellow Sun

TSHIDISO MOLETSANE
Junx is Tshidiso Moletsane’s first novel, and the first novel in the Penguin Books
Trailblazer series.

JUNX

LITERARY FICTION
In Dobsonville township near Johannesburg, a few hours before the party of the year, a
guy shares a joint with his friend Ari. Ari is always right. Ari is also imaginary. And winged.
In a few hours, while Ari plays both angel and demon on his shoulder, our man will end up
joyriding to a brothel in a snatched tourist rental car.
But the police – and the burly tourists – are in pursuit. At some point, when you’re a
hunted man and there’s a gun tucked into the waistband of your pants, things come to a
head. Will he be okay? Ask Ari. Ari never lies.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / high octane limited series
A African Run Lola Run

QURAISHA DAWOOD
Dr Quraisha Dawood is a South African sociologist and writer. She writes a monthly
column for the Al-Ummah magazine and has been published in Reader’s Digest, Irtiqa
Magazine, the Al-Qalam, the Sunday Tribute and Riding the Samoosa Express.

STIRRING THE
POT

GENERAL FICTION
At Summer Terrace, a block of flats in Durban’s North Beach, the dynamics between
its female residents are as intricate as the curling patterns of henna tattoos. Quraisha
Dawood’s debut novel opens a window on these relationships, amid judgements and
forgiveness, secrets and lies, expectations and disappointments.
Old Aunty Ruki lives with her domestic worker, Joyce, an arrangement that ruffles
many feathers since other domestics live in separate quarters at Summer Terrace.
Zaina, an architecture master’s student, lives with her mother, Rabia, a florist and
single parent who carries the shame of being a divorced woman in Muslim society.
Zaina has a secret that could cause a rift in their relationship: she’s dating Imraan, and
dating simply isn’t allowed in Islam.
Large in scope, multiracial, mutigenerational ensemble.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Limited Series / Returnable series.
Monsoon Wedding

VINCENT PIENAAR
Vincent Pienaar is a journalist and writer, most recently of the novel Too Many Tsunamis. He has
contributed to a number of print and electronic publications, and lives and works in
Johannesburg.

LIMERENCE

AFRICAN FICTION
When Clarissa shook Scout from her life like crumbs from a picnic blanket forty years ago, she
hoped she would never ever see him again. But here he is, on the doorstep of her luxe
townhouse. She is more than surprised – she is offended – but, against her better judgment,
she listens to his story.
He regrets, Scout tells her, that they parted on such bad terms. To make amends, he has
named her his sole beneficiary in his last will and testament. Look! It says so on page six. Oh,
and by the way, could she lend him four hundred thousand bucks?
Months later Clarissa is summoned to a lawyer’s office. She assumes Scout has kicked the
bucket and that there will be a reading of his will. But when she arrives, four other women tell
her to join the queue.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Series
He’s Not That Into You via The Golden Girls

IRNA VAN ZYL
Irna van Zyl is an award- winning journalist and media entrepreneur who headed up the
magazines De Kat, Insig and BoekeInsig. Before becoming a full-time writer, she was the
executive director of a leading marketing agency. Irna was awarded the Order of Tafelberg for
her business achievements.

BLOODSTONE

COMMERCIAL CRIME
All hell breaks loose when Detective Storm van der Merwe’s mom is pushed under a
train at Paddington Station. Storm must rush to London, even though she’s in the
middle of a murder investigation: leading South African fashion designer Beebee
Bukelwa Babu was found dead in a luxury Hermanus hotel.
Drumming up a team to investigate Beebee’s death is proving difficult in a town crippled
by protest action and in the grip of a menacing charismatic prophet firing up crowds to
hysteria. Storm soon realises that her mom was a deliberate target. And she is one too.
Meanwhile Storm’s former colleague, the bumbling Andreas Moerdyk, now a PI, is doing
his best to locate a missing and very valuable red diamond.
From the murky streets of London to the diamond bourse in Antwerp, from secluded
Port Nolloth to Storm’s beloved Hermanus, Irna van Zyl’s third crime novel unfolds at a
heart-stopping pace.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

DEATH CUP

Returnable Crime procedural
Annika; Line of Duty; The Cuckoo’s Calling

COMMERCIAL CRIME
When a notorious food blogger drops dead in a fancy Hermanus restaurant right in front
of Detective Storm van der Merwe, Storm finds herself at the centre of a rotten mess:
the blogger’s killer meal was laced with death cups, a mushroom more poisonous than
even her most toxic restaurant review.
But sniffing out the murderer is not Storm’s only task: she must put up former colleague
Andreas Moerdyk when he quits his job, and to top it all her darling dog is missing. Amid
frantic preparations for a glitzy awards ceremony to honour the best chefs in the
country, the killer strikes again – and again. Storm needs to act before yet another
deadly dish is served.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Returnable Crime procedural
Annika; Line of Duty; The Cuckoo’s Calling

DEAD IN THE
WATER

COMMERCIAL CRIME
Detective Storm van der Merwe is walking her dog on the beach when she makes a
gruesome discovery: the body of a young journalist – missing a limb. For the residents of
Grootbaai, corpses are bad for business: thousands of tourists from all over the world
flock to this coastal town to shark-cage dive with its famous great whites.
Storm is desperate to investigate the matter, but she’s been banished from the field to a
dreary back office. She’s also carless after a tow-truck driver – an attractive one at that –
crashed his truck into her Beetle. Meanwhile, in Cape Town, Storm’s former colleague
Andreas Moerdyk is having problems of his own while investigating the death of a
famous Springbok rugby player whose car was also hit by a tow truck.
Is Storm’s car accident in some way related to the sports star’s fatal collision? And is
there a link between the journalist’s death and stories of abalone poaching in Grootbaai?
As Storm searches for answers, she realises that everyone’s a suspect and the stakes are
deadly.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Returnable Crime procedural
Annika; Line of Duty; The Cuckoo’s Calling

ANDREW PIKE
Andrew Pike is one of the most senior maritime lawyers in South Africa, with over 30 years’
experience in the industry. He is the head of the law firm Bowmans’ Ports, Transport and
Logistics sector. Pike is a past president of the Maritime Law Association of South Africa and
past board member of the Ports Regulator of South Africa. Andrew interviewed every person
associated with the sinking of the Oceanos.

MAYDAY OFF
THE WILD
COAST

NARRATIVE FICTION / ADVENTURE
It was a dark and stormy night in 1991 when a magician took over the bridge of the
Oceanos passenger liner. The ship started taking in water in the auxiliary engine room just
a few hours after it had set sail. Panicking, the crew scrambled into the lifeboats, leaving
passengers largely to fend for themselves. The captain was nowhere to be found.
The ship’s entertainment staff bravely stepped in to calm passengers and coordinate the
abandon-ship and rescue operations. Lifeboats were launched in waves of several metres
high. When they ran out of usable lifeboats 230 passengers and junior crew were left
stranded on board the listing and rapidly sinking ship. The South African Air Force
launched their biggest air rescue ever, with helicopter crews and Navy divers risking
everything to evacuate the remaining passengers. One by one the passengers were
airlifted off the ship – one of the first was Captain Yiannis Avranas, who was universally
condemned for his lack of leadership.
The story of this dramatic rescue - one of the greatest maritime rescues in the world which made headlines across the globe, unfolds like an adventure novel and is told from
the perspective of all the key role players.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Feature / Limited Series
80’s adventure films crossed with WHITE LOTUS via CHERNOBYL

VAN DEN HEEVER & RENIAS MHLONGO
Alex Van Den Heever is the general manager of the Tracker Academy, an NGO that trains
people in the traditional skills of tracking. He is also director and shareholder of EcoTraining,
the largest privately owned guide training school in Africa.
Renias Mhlongo has spent 37 years working as a guide, tracker, and trainer and has
accumulated thousands of hours tracking big game on foot at Londolozi Game Reserve and in
wildlife areas around the world.

CHANGING A
LEOPARD’S
SPOTS

NATURAL HISTORY
World-renowned wildlife trackers Alex van den Heever and Renias Mhlongo have spent
more than two decades working together, tracking leopards and lions at Londolozi,
jaguars in South America and grizzly bears in the United States.
In Changing a Leopard’s Spots, Alex shares stories from his life with Renias, including the
successes, failures, dramas, laughter, disappointments, and highlights. As they
experience numerous adventures, Alex and Renias learn to trust and rely on one another
– both in order to stay alive, in a literal sense because of the sometimes-dangerous
environments in which they work, but also to develop a deep and meaningful relationship.
By challenging each other and learning from one another they break down social,
cultural, racial, and personal boundaries and obstacles that often divide South Africans;
and in the process, the two men forge an unbreakable bond.
Ideal for:

Relationship-focussed wildlife Drama or documentary feature or series

EMMANUEL TABAN
When the 17-year-old Emmanuel Taban arrived in Johannesburg, South Africa, from war-torn South Sudan
with nothing, he had only five years of education behind him. Today he is a highly qualified pulmonologist,
with a European Diploma in Adult Respiratory Medicine. Taban was the first pulmonologist in the world to
perform a therapeutic bronchoscopy on a hypoxemic Covid-19 patient.

THE BOY WHO
NEVER GAVE UP

MEMOIR
In 1994, sixteen-year-old Emmanuel Taban walked out of war-torn Sudan with nothing,
and nowhere to go. In the preceding months he was tortured at the hands of government
forces, who falsely accused him of spying for the South Sudanese rebels and who made
him convert to Islam.
After a few weeks he managed to flee from the Islamic school where he was being kept
but, yearning to be reunited with his family, he literally took a wrong turn and ended up
in neighbouring Eritrea without any documentation. Too afraid to return to his home
country, he set out on what would become a long and arduous journey to South Africa via
countries like Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania.
Taban mostly lived on the street and along the way he faced many dangers, including
corrupt border officials who took all his money, robbers and wild animals, but he refused
to give up. At crucial moments when he thought all was lost, he was helped by Italian
Comboni missionaries.
Refusing to be a victim, Emmanuel Taban overcame extreme poverty, racism and
xenophobia to become the man he is today. This heart-warming life story offers solace
and inspiration in these trying times.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Bio pic / Inspirational True Story / Rags-to-Riches Feature – drama or
documentary
The Queen of Katwe; Wild

WINCH & PARRY
Jonty Winch studied at De Montfort University, Leicester, and the University of Stellenbosch. He has been
involved in photography, journalism and education, and has written six books on sporting history in southern
Africa. Richard Parry studied African history at the University of Natal, Durban, and Queen’s University,
Canada. An expert in international taxation, he divides his time between advising African countries on
implementing effective tax systems and uncovering the hidden histories of black cricketers in South Africa.

TOO BLACK TO
WEAR WHITES

HISTORICAL SPORTS BIO
William Henry ‘Krom’ Hendricks was the first sportsman to be formally barred from
representing South Africa on the basis of race. Hailing from Cape Town’s Bo-Kaap, he
played in 1892 for the South African Malay team against the touring English, who insisted
that he was among the best fast bowlers in the world. This made his exclusion from South
Africa’s tour of England in 1894 and subsequent Test series all the more unjust.
Ranged against Hendricks were virulent racism and a political alliance between archimperialist Cecil John Rhodes, Afrikaner Bond leader J.H. Hofmeyr, and cricket
administrator William Milton. Too Black to Wear Whites documents Hendricks’s tireless
struggle for recognition and the public controversies around his exclusion. Krom
Hendricks’ life story is told here for the first time in a fascinating drama that describes the
formation of a segregated South Africa through the career of an exceptional cricketer
who challenged the boundaries of the system.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Sports Bio pic / Inspirational True Story / Feature – drama or
documentary
King Richard; The Fighter; Hidden Figures

CHILDREN AND FAMILY
THE TILTED
PENTAGRAM

YOUNG ADULT ADVENTURE / ALTERNATIVE HISTORY
Set in 1942 in a world where an alternative Europe is ruled by the Church, it follows a young woman
hunted for witchcraft as she tries to find out the origin of her family’s dark powers. When second year
Dresden University student Nell Blythe is accused of witchcraft, there is more at issue than a legal
battle. For one, she’s guilty. Well, not guilty, exactly: she hasn’t the faintest idea about spells and has
no idea where her abilities come from. But with her dead mother the most infamous witch in the Holy
Roman Empire, fighting back can only end at the stake.
Nell flees and is taken in by a group of heretics agitating for a second Reformation, but they are not
the most dangerous company she has to keep. A powerful stranger with abilities like hers offers her
a bargain: pieces of her mother’s lost journal in exchange for completing five rituals that will reveal
the origin and dark purpose of her powers.
Desperate to discover more about the mother she never knew, she agrees. But as the lessons turn
violent and her mother’s writing grows ever more disturbing, she must choose between keeping her
hands free of blood and uncovering the secrets her mother died for.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

THE ELEVATION
TRILOGY

Limited Series / Returnable series
Divergent; A younger-skewing A Discovery of Witches

COMMERCIAL DYSTOPIAN YOUNG ADULT
16-year-old Ebba van Eeden has never known life outside the underground bunker
known as the Colony. When she is suddenly ‘elevated’, she must leave everyone she
has ever known and join the elite on the surface. Why has she been elevated, and who
is the mysterious great aunt who has left her a fortune?
As the last remaining genetic link to the earth Goddess Gya, Ebba is the only person who
can retrieve the six missing amulets which will restore the Goddess’ power, and turn
back the God Prospero, whose greed and vengeance have almost destroyed Earth.

Three books in the series, published internationally.
A large multiracial cast of teens. Coming of age, love triangles, adventure. Set in and
around a wasted future Cape Town, easily transposable setting.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

Series of feature films / Series
An African Divergent; The Hunger Games; The Giver

A VIKING
LEGEND: THE
VIOLACEOUS
AMETHYST

CONTEMPORARY FAMILY COMEDY ADVENTURE
This winter, siblings Ruairi and Dani Miller visit their ancestral homeland: the legendary
Viking island of Yondersaay. Even with Granny Miller's storytelling to pass the time, the
pair manage to find trouble. In less than twenty-four hours of their arrival, Ruairi is
mistaken for the lost Boy King of Denmark, kidnapped by Vikings, and scheduled to be
sacrificed at sundown. Granny is not pleased.
But when everyone except them goes Viking, the three turn to Granny’s epic tales of the
legends of Yondersaay, The Gifts of Odin, and King Dudo the Mightily Impressive for
clues. But not all stories end happily, and Ruairi, Dani, and Granny will have to write their
own happy ending.
Intergenerational family adventure featuring stories within stories. The first in a series of
seven books, each one taking place a year and a day after the last. Published
internationally.
Set on a snowy island in the north Atlantic – not so easily transposable setting.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

JUMPER AND
JACK

Live Action Series of Features / long-running series
The Princess Bride; a comedic Harry Potter with a large
ensemble cast and a story that plays out over 7 books.

HISTORICAL FAMILY DRAMA
In 1884 South Africa, a young Englishman ‘Jumper’ Jim Wade moves to the land of
diamond mines to seek his fortune. Tragedy strikes when Jumper loses both his legs
below the knee in a train accident. Distraught and desolate, his dreams are shattered.
A second chance in life comes with the offer to be a signalman at the railway station in a
small frontier town. Jumper’s new life brings him into contact with Jack, an intelligent,
but abused, baboon. Jumper sets Jack free and takes him in. Jack learns how to help
Jumper get around, and helps Jumper slowly get his life back on track. Incredibly, Jack
also learns how to do Jumper’s job – changing the direction of trains approaching the
station. This unlikely friendship with a baboon restores his hopes for a meaningful life and
helps him win over the girl of his dreams.
All is well until a powerful lady of stature from Cape Town sees a baboon working at the
train station. Appalled, she rushes to tell the Governor of the Cape about this outrage.
The government sends a delegation to test Jack. Jumper will lose his job and his livelihood
if Jack fails the test.
Based on true events, this is a moving and immersive heart-warming story about
friendship, love and loyalty, and the only baboon to ever work on the South African
Railways. For fans of Michael Morpurgo.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Live Action Feature or limited series
War Horse

TINA TADOPLE

PICTURE BOOKS
Tina tries her very best not to act out at school, but, she’s a little ... different, and
sometimes she can’t help it.
A clever frog once said it isn’t easy being green.
You might think all witches have green skin, but actually only one in a thousand witches
does.
There is only one green-skinned witch at Miss Blackwing’s school: Tina. That’s how Tina
Catchpole became known as Tina Tadpole.
Being different isn’t easy, until you remember, in their own way, everyone’s different.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

PETAL PETUNIA:
PIXIE PRIVATE
EYE

Preschool Animated Series
PJ Masks / Kim Possible / a younger-skewing The Worst Witch

COMEDY ADVENTURE
When mystery casts a shadow on Sunshine City, one quick-witted pixie is always on the
case proving that tough comes in small, pink, festively-tropical packages.
She might spend most days hanging out at Frank’s Spiced Pineapple Cafe, and the most
dangerous thing she’s ever caught was the 10-foot wave at Star Dust Beach, but when a
case lands, this wise-cracking private-eye is ready for anything.
Petal is a cheery force of justice, armed with a berry slingshot, a semi-functional magic
coat and a wit sharper than a unicorn’s horn. Don’t be fooled by her small size and big
mouth, because Petal has an eye for detail, a mind for mysteries and a heart for action.
She will do whatever it takes to solve the case, even if that means breaking a rule or two.
But, if she has to break a rule, she will always apologise … unless it’s a really, really dumb
rule.
Petal has lived in Sunshine City her whole life and knows it like the back of her tropicalthemed shirt. Whether it’s a dreadlocked sasquatch who makes his own surfboards, a
centaur who owns a trampoline emporium, or a giant grootslang who makes the spiciest
smoothies in town, Petal has pals scattered all over the city.
The only thing Petal loves more than solving mysteries, taking naps and sipping on
pineapple smoothies is her loyal pet and vehicle, Dungie. Most of the city zip around on
speedy ladybirds or dragonflies, but Petal prefers the calm amble of her dung beetle.
Dungie might seem chilled, but when the poop hits the fan, she will always have Petal’s
back.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Series of Animated Features / long-running series
An animated Knives Out or Agatha Christie for kids

WULFIE
(5 Books)

CHILDREN’S FICTION
Wulfie is just like a puppy – fluffy and adorable. But unlike a puppy, he talks. And he’s
purple. His favourite food is smelly socks. He can be small as a snail or big as a bear. He’s
sweet and loyal and he’s Libby’s new best friend.
Libby longs to star in the school play, and with Wulfie’s help she just might get a chance
to outshine her big bad brother, Rex.
A sweet and funny series about a little girl and her wolfish best friend. With a best friend
like Wulfie, anything can happen!
Best-selling series with 5 books in the series so far.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

6-11 Animated Series
Turning Red; Charlie & Lola

KARIBA

ANIMATED ADVENTURE
KARIBA follows Siku and Amadeo, one the daughter of the river spirit Nyami Nyami,
the other the son of the engineer in charge of the construction of a massive dam in
the river Kariba.
Unaware of who her father is, Siku must journey upriver to discover the answers to
the mystery of her powers, and the strange events occurring in the river and its
surrounding forests.
A growing respect and friendship develops between Siku and Amadeo as they are
thrown together on an adventure where they are pursued by river pirates and must
overcome obstacles both real and magical.
From the acclaimed Graphic Novel.
Ideal for:
Similar to:

PEARL OF THE
SEA

Animated Feature or series
Following the tradition of Miyazaki, Moebius, Craig Thompson,
Jeff Smith and Alex Alice

ANIMATED ADVENTURE
Secretive loner Pearl makes much needed extra cash by diving for and poaching
endangered abalone off the south coast. More at home by herself in the ocean than
with people on land, Pearl, far from shore and alone, discovers an enormous and
terrifying sea monster.
When she realises the volatile creature is just as scared as she is, she knows she is the
only one who can protect her new friend … but only if she has the courage to face the
pain of her past and open up to others.
From the Graphic Novel.

Ideal for:
Similar to:

Animated Feature or series
The Iron Giant; Atlantis

